TO BE THE BEST,
YOU NEED FREEDOM.

VERDICT ™ Diagnostic & Information System

FREEDOM FROM CONVENTION.
When you’re the go-to-guy of the shop, the jobs don’t get any easier. In fact, the more diagnostic expertise you have,
the more likely it is you’ll be figuring out the shop’s most complex repair problems every day. And while we can’t
change the problems that come your way, we can make solving them a whole lot easier.
That’s why we created VERDICT.™ It’s a modular system that uses a wireless scanner, wireless scope and wireless display
to let you be in more places at once.
A new world of possibilities is now open to you. Need to spin a wheel or check a connector while you watch live data?
VERDICT lets you do it. Want to take a scope reading while you activate a sensor? Go nuts. You can do it without the help
of a second technician, and you can do it from anywhere in the bay.

FREEDOM FROM LIMITATIONS.
It all starts with the wireless D7 Display Tablet. From this 7" touchscreen display, you can view scope readings, clear
codes, run bi-directional tests, adaptations, relearns and more. It uses long-range Class-1 Bluetooth,® so you can literally
diagnose a complex engine problem from clear across the shop.
When you want to consult other technicians, you can take the Display with you while it’s still taking live readings from
the vehicle. Even if you want to head to the waiting room and show the customer the problem, VERDICT’s™ Wireless Display
has the range to stay connected.
What’s more, you get the benefits of an open Windows® operating system. Run any software you need to get the job
done. Email customers and vendors right from the bay. Keep customer vehicle histories. Search online repair forums
and the optional ShopKey® System for any information you need to complete the repair. And the built-in Wi-Fi and web
browser let you do it from anywhere in the shop.
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FREEDOM FROM BOUNDARIES.
Think of VERDICT’s™ wireless S3 Scanner as an all access pass. Once you connect this keyless module to the vehicle’s
OBD port, you can use your Display to wirelessly scan and control the vehicle’s onboard computer systems.
You get OEM-specific codes and data, bi-directional testing, relearns, adaptations and tips and timesavers
from Fast-Track® Troubleshooter.
And since it is wireless, you have the freedom to move around the vehicle while you do it. If you need to use a scope
or meter while you perform a bi-directional test, or even if you just need to get under the hood and inspect it with two
eyes while you’re still using the scan tool, now you can. You’re no longer limited by a cable.
Vehicle Coverage 1980-newer • Keyless • Class-1 Bluetooth® • 1 Million Tips & Timesavers • Fast-Track Reference Database

FREEDOM TO DIVE A LITTLE DEEPER.
When a problem goes beyond onboard diagnostics, VERDICT’s™ wireless M2 Meter gives you in-depth, 2-channel component
testing. Combining a high-speed oscilloscope and a digital graphing meter with CATIII/CATIV certification—it is hybrid ready.
Plus, it features a color screen in addition to Bluetooth® connectivity. So, you can use it with the VERDICT Display, or as
a standalone tool.
Combining the VERDICT Meter with the VERDICT Display and the Scanner opens up a world of new possibilities. Simply
hook up the Scanner to the OBD port, attach the Meter wherever you need it, sit back, get comfortable and control both
remotely from the Display.
Here are a few new things you can do: compare your scope readings with known-good waveforms using the Fast-Track® Guided
Component Tests. Plug in the Scanner and record live data while you test with the Meter. Find electrical shorts with the multimeter
and fix the problem using full-color wiring diagrams on the Display with the ShopKey® Repair System (sold separately).
It’s all up to you.
20 MSPS per channel • Scale 0-100mV to 1000VDC • Scope Sweep 50µs to 20s • Input Impedance 10 MΩ

MULTIFUNCTION
DIAGNOSTICS

FREEDOM TO GO
WHERE THE JOB TAKES YOU.

MODIS™

VERDICT™

VERUS

4-Channel

2-Channel

4-Channel

Display

7"

7"

10.4"

Windows

CE

Embedded Standard

XP-Embedded

60GB

80GB

®

OEM-Specific 1980-later Scanner Coverage
Fast-Track Troubleshooter
®

Fast-Track Guided Component Tests
Lab Scope

What’s unique about the VERDICT system is its ability to fit the tool around the job. No matter what you’re facing,
no matter how complex the problem, you’ve got it under control. Using the three components, you can hook up
to the vehicle in multiple places at once—viewing all of your readings and controlling the scanner and scope remotely
from the Display. Have everything you want, use only what you need.
™

Wireless portability turns a two-man job into a one-man job. You can easily do a wiggle test or manipulate components
all around the car while viewing live data, without help from another technician. What’s more, you can manage the job
and the shop from the tool using Wi-Fi and Windows® multitasking.
It’s the power of freedom like you’ve never experienced it before. It’s the power to be the best at what you do.
It’s the power of VERDICT.

Internal Hard Drive
Wi-Fi Access
Optional ShopKey Repair Information System
®

Wireless Scanner & Meter
Ignition Scope
Integrated Hardware (Scan, Scope & Display)
Optional ShopKey Management
Optional J2534 Reprogramming

To learn more, talk to your Snap-on representative or visit diagnostics.snapon.com/verdict
Diagnostic Product Training: diagnostics.snapon.com/trainingsolutions
Customer Care: diagnostics_support@snapon.com or 800-424-7226 (Se habla Español)
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